Errata

for: Pharmacological Reports, 2005, 57, no. 1

The paper: Protective effect of catechin on ischemia-reperfusion-induced renal injury in rats by Devinder Singh et al., published in Pharmacological Reports, 2005, 57, 70–76, has been retracted.


for: Pharmacological Reports, 2008, 60, no. 3

The paper: Comparison of cardioprotective effects of salvianolic acid B and benazepril on large myocardial infarction in rats by Hai-Bo He et al., published in Pharmacological Reports, 2008, 60, 369–381, has been retracted.

**Reason:** Despite the Author’s statement of 10 October 2007 that “This is an original research and has not been sent in any form for publication to other journal”, it has already been submitted and published in Naunyn Schmiedebergs Arch Pharmacol, 2008, 378, 311–322.

for: Pharmacological Reports, 2008, 60, no. 3

The authors of the article Glyburide for the treatment of gestational diabetes mellitus, published in Pharmacological Reports, 2008, 60, 308–318, would like to offer their sincere apologies to Elsevier for not requesting their permission to reproduce the figure ‘Transport across the placental barrier’ from the paper Designing pregnancy centered medications: drugs which do not cross the human placenta, which was published in Placenta, 2006, 27, 861–868.